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A multi-purpose overview video system, based on EDICAM cameras, was set up at Wendelstein 7-X stellarator,
in order to fulfill both machine protection and scientific observation purposes. Places of strong plasma-wall
interaction, which can easily evolve to hot-spots, were detected by the EDICAM operators during plasma operation,
based on intense local light emission. The EDICAM system was successfully used to avoid hot-spot formation
during the commissioning of magnetic configurations with plasma operation. Featuring non-destructive readout
capability, smaller areas of the torus interior could be monitored ca. two orders of magnitude faster, in parallel to
the normal full frame overview. These fast measurements could be used to show the presence of plasma turbulence
(filaments), also detected by other diagnostic systems.
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1. Introduction
Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) is built to assess the stellarator line as an alternative concept for a fusion power plant [1].
Since stellarators do not require large plasma currents for confinement, steady-state operation is their inherent
capability. This obvious advantage comes with different complications and potential drawbacks due to a lack of toroidal
symmetry of the plasma, resulting in the necessity for sophisticated diagnostic approaches revealing 3D effects.
In order to demonstrate reactor-relevant plasma operation in stellarators, safe and stable operation (in line with high,
but well controlled heat and particle fluxes) needs to be demonstrated. Surveillance diagnostics are crucial for detecting
harmful events. Moreover, for plasma control, monitoring of regions of high heat fluxes are essential for the
development of divertor operation scenarios, since even small, slowly evolving plasma currents (due to bootstrap
currents [2]) may lead to critical strike-line shifts.
Diagnostics observing plasma facing components naturally view the scrape-off layer. In this region, measurements
to detect transport-relevant fluctuations and transient events, e.g. due to the injection of pellets, are highly relevant for a
quantitative understanding of the underlying physics. In this paper the performance of W7-X's video camera system [3]
during first two run campaigns is reviewed, and the potential prospects for fast video camera systems contributing to the
aforementioned requirements are discussed.
A ten-channel overview video diagnostic system was installed and commissioned at W7-X optimized stellarator [3].
The cameras serve both for surveillance of the first wall (ensuring safe device operation) and allow for physics studies.
In the second operation phase of W7-X, OP1.2a, eight channels were equipped with EDICAMs, 1.3 Mpixel intelligent
CMOS cameras, and two other channels with Photron (SA5 and SX-2) 1.0 Mpixel fast CMOS cameras, observing the
visible radiation emitted by the plasma. The fast cameras can be equipped with interference filters as well; most of the
measurements were done using a C-III filter.
The supervision of the complete torus interior (typically at 100 Hz with exposure times in the range of 1-10 ms) is
provided by the EDICAMs [4], featuring non-destructive region-of-interest (ROI) readout capability; this feature allows
the monitoring of smaller areas in parallel to the full frame overview at much higher rates (up to 10 kHz). The small
ROIs can be used, among others, to study hot-spot evolution (e.g. strike lines on the divertor). Video data taken by the
EDICAMs is streamed through an FPGA board with high computing performance even suitable for real-time image
processing. These cameras, sensitive in the visible light range, are especially suitable for the detection of evolving hotspots in areas of the first wall exposed to heat load, especially when no heat loads are expected at the location under
normal operating condition.
Extremely fast phenomena in the 10 microsecond timescale are observed with the commercial fast cameras,
revealing the rotation of 3D filamentary structures.
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2. Machinee protection
2.1 Detecting unexpected
d hot-spots
One appllication of thee overview vid
deo diagnosticc system relev
vant to machine safety is thhe identificatiion of variouss
hot-spots, apppearing at pree-identified or unexpected locations. In order to fulfill this task, thhe ten views of
o the cameraa
system coverr ca. 95% of thhe inner wall of W7-X.

Fig. 1.. Left: Strong plasma-wall
p
intteraction at the shielding house; the nominal plasma cross-seection is also plotted in green..
Right: Glowing tile, after
a
the heated phase of the pllasma dischargee.

The detecction of hot-sspots is a key
y point when magnetic con
nfigurations receive
r
fine aadjustments with
w dedicatedd
coils, the appplied heating power
p
is increeased, or plasm
ma effects actt on the location of strike-liines. As an ex
xample shownn
in Fig. 1, a hhot-spot has em
merged on the shielding hoouse of a mag
gnetic loop. The camera sysstem revealed
d that the tiless
shielding thee flux loops were
w
being ex
xposed to highh heat loads, resulting in tile
t temperatuures above 1000 °C. Thesee
glowing tiless were clearly seen by the visible camerass (see Fig. 1).
This evennt was obviouusly accompanied by stronng plasma-walll interaction (PWI), resultiting in intensee visible lightt
emission in a small voluume in the viicinity of the hot-spot. Fo
ollowing this event, the m
magnetic confiiguration wass
modified furrther, to shift the
t plasma aw
way from the ssurface of thee shielding house. The proccess could be monitored byy
the intensity of the light emission alon
ng the profilee of the shielding house. Fig.
F 2 (right) shows the whole
w
process:
through expeeriments #0188-022 the heatting power waas gradually increased
i
untiil in #022 the heat load on the shieldingg
house reacheed a critical value,
v
resultin
ng in the abovve-mentioned glowing. In the
t following experiments (027 throughh
031), the maagnetic configguration was changed stepw
wise in orderr to shift the plasma
p
away from the shielding house,,
resulting in thhe simultaneoous displacement and vanishhing of the ho
ot-spot along the shielding hhouse.
Since PW
WI exhibits vissible light emiission even at very low heaat loads, dangeerous events ccan be detected even beforee
the temperatu
ture of the afffected area risses. This earlyy detection caapability augm
ments the usee of IR camerras which cann
only detect (the rising) temperature. The
T EDICAM
M system is routinely
r
used
d at W7-X too monitor thee PWI at thee
shielding houuse areas wheen magnetic co
onfigurations are commissiioned. Visiblee cameras alonne, however, should not bee
used for ensuuring machinee safety witho
out supplemenntary IR measu
urements, especially for areeas prone to real heat loadss
(e.g. divertorr), since monittoring the tem
mperature of thhese is vital.

Fig. 2. Left: The stuudied profile lo
ocation (red) o f the shielding house (arb. un
nits) with the hhot-spot in the middle. Right::
t contour of tthe shielding ho
ouse as a function of time throu
ough experimen
nts #018-031.
Visiblee light emissionn profile along the


2.2 Known h
hot-spot mon
nitoring
In some ccases the locaation of hot-sp
pots is known in advance; th
hese are usuallly deliberatelly produced, e.g.
e in erosionn
or material m
migration expeeriments, or by
y plasma diaggnostic equipm
ment such as reciprocating pprobes. In W7
7-X the Multi-Purpose Mannipulator (MP
PM) [5], capab
ble of travelliing at a high speed within the plasma sscrape-off-layer (SOL) andd
edge regionss, is a usual source of know
wn hot-spots. The monitorring of this ev
vent is not onl
nly important to protect thee
MPM probe,, but also to prevent
p
unwan
nted impuritiees from enterin
ng the plasmaa by fast evapporation and melting
m
of thee
probe head ccomponents (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Snapshots of
o the MPM during operationn, t_exp=2ms. Plunging too deep into the plasma, the MPM
M
head wass
overheeated, spraying impurities - a clear hot-spot. The two imag
ges on the rightt are extracted from the full frame
fr
for betterr
visibility.

2.3 Divertorr monitoring
A major aim of campaaign OP1.2 in
n W7-X is to eexplore and characterize
c
th
he divertor heeat load patterrns as well, inn
order to preepare a high--heat-flux div
vertor for lonng-pulse operration during OP2 (foreseeen after 2020). In fusionn
experiments the divertor is the compo
onent exposedd to the highest heat loads, hence it iss usually mon
nitored by IR
R
cameras. Nevertheless, thhe “early detection” featuree of the visible EDICAM system can aalso be utilizeed under suchh
circumstancees: in the casee of the island
d divertor of W
W7-X, the po
osition, width and intensityy, as well as th
he number off
strike lines (aareas of high heat
h flux, usuaally a thin linee elongated in
n the toroidal direction)
d
can be studied.

Fig. 4.. Line-cut across divertor and the resulting raadiation profile..

The EDIC
CAM system can be used to
t detect (the evolving) div
vertor strike lines, even whe
hen they are faaint (with low
w
heat loads) oor when they move,
m
before a change in tthe temperaturre pattern is produced
p
(i.e. before IR cam
meras [6] cann
detect the moovement). An example for the
t latter is shhown Fig. 4 an
nd 5: The posiition of the strrike line is chaaracterized byy
the location oof the peak raadiation along a line cut acrooss the diverto
or (Fig. 4). Th
he divertor surrface consists of 5 cm widee
“fingers”, heence the line cut
c was taken
n along one off those fingerss seen by both
h the visible aand the IR caamera system..
Both diagnosstics are spatiially calibrated, hence the 33D coordinatees of the diveertor finger caan be used forr the line cut..
Determining the position of
o the peak rad
diation for eacch camera fram
me, we can geet the strike linne position ass a function off
time. A simillar algorithm was
w applied fo
or the IR cam
meras using tem
mperature valu
ues.
A compaarison of resullts from both systems is shoown in Fig. 5., and could be
b interpreted in the follow
wing way: Thee
movement off the strike linne is detected
d a few 100 m
ms earlier by th
he visible cam
meras for the ttime period between
b
1-3 s,,
where the m
movement is faaster. Especiaally at t  3.0 ss, where the movement
m
speeds up, the ddifference is most evident..
After 3.0 s thhe strike line movement
m
slo
ows down, as shown by the milder slope of the curves,, hence the tw
wo diagnosticss


show essentially the same peak location
n without timee delays. However, this interpretation is hhampered by the
t systematicc
errors arisingg from the diffferent location
n and calibrattion method of
o the two systtems, as well as by the spattial resolutionn
of the EDICAM diagnostic, ca. 2 mm at the locatioon of the line cut, which is comparable tto the result we
w wanted too
show.

Fig. 5.. Strike line moovement as seen
n by the visiblee and infrared caameras at W7-X
X.

3. Scientificc observatioons
The non--destructive reeadout (NDR)) capability o f the EDICAM
M cameras prrovides a uniqque opportunity to use thee
diagnostic syystem for scieentific investig
gations, in parrallel to the saafety-related observations.
o
W
When reading
g only a smalll
part of the caamera sensor (region-of-interest, ROI), tthe readout sp
peed can be significantly inncreased, up to
t ca. 50 kHzz
(for a ROI oof 64x56 pixells). A small ROI
R utilizing N
NDR can pro
oduce a fast seequence of im
mages withoutt affecting thee
slow (100 H
Hz) full framee overview movie
m
used foor machine protection.
p
While the raw NDR sequen
nce is highlyy
redundant – aall frames witthin the same exposure cyclle contain all the
t informatio
on of the fram
mes taken befo
ore –, they cann
carry valuablle extra inform
mation, such as
a the time-deppendency of an
a event, e.g. location
l
of a ppellet.

Fig. 6 A series of coompound imag
ges, made of a ffull frame imag
ge read at the end
e of the expoosure cycle and
d a set of NDR
R
imagess from within the
t same expossure cycle, show
wing a pellet en
ntering the con
nfined plasma. T
The three imag
ges on the rightt
show a zoomed-in reggion for better visibility
v
of thee pellet movemeent.

3.1 Pellet ob
bservations
In case oof bright evennts the NDR sequence
s
facees the over-ex
xposure problem: a large aarea of the im
mage becomess
“white”, makking it impossible to deteect light inten
ensity changess. However, even in suchh cases one can
c still gainn
additional innformation froom the fast ND
DR sequence when the observed objectt is moving; juust as in the case of pellett
injection, beccause the locaation of the ov
ver-exposed rregion as welll changes in tiime. Fig. 6 shhows a series of compoundd
images: the ffull frame imaage was taken at the end of tthe exposure cycle (and hen
nce it is the saame for all over the figure),,
and superimp
mposed are thee elements off the NDR RO
OI sequence, taken beforee the full fram
me image witthin the samee
exposure cyccle, in the loccation of the readout
r
(they are changing
g from image by image). T
The pellets, in
njected by thee
Blower-gun [7] from the torus
t
inboard, are seen on the right sidee of the imagees; the time evvolution of th
he penetrationn
into the confi
fined plasma iss resolved by the NDR sequuence.
3.2 Filamentt studies – plaasma turbuleence
Turbulennt structures ellongated alon
ng the magnettic field lines are observed in many diffferent magnetized plasmas,,
including fuusion plasmas of tokamakss and stellaraators. Those structures, offten referred to as blobs/ffilaments, aree
investigated typically in thhe SOL and att the plasma eddge inside thee last closed flux surface.


Fig. 77. Left: Filam
ments as seen by
b a fast cameera at W7-X. Right: Location of ROIs forr filament meaasurement withh
EDICA
AMs. Two maggnetic field lin
nes are also oveerplotted. The “measurement channels” useed for correlatio
on analysis aree
shownn by small blackk squares.

Fast cameera measurem
ments with exp
posure times bbelow 50 microseconds rev
vealed filamenntary structurees in the edgee
radiating layeer of W7-X liimiter plasmass in OP1.1, rootating poloidaally, obeying the
t E×B drift. Due to strong
g recycling off
neutrals from
m the stellaratoor first wall, th
hese filamentss were also viisible to the naaked eye on fa
fast framing movies
m
(Fig. 7..
left). A thoroough analysis revealed a filaament decorreelation time off ca. 200 microseconds [8].
Fast EDIICAM measurrements were also conductted to study th
hese filaments: two ROIs, each having 128x64 pixell
resolution annd 5 kHz fram
ming, were loccated at the eddge radiating layer. Light in
ntensity was aaveraged in 10 by 10 pixell
areas to reduuce noise, ressulting in spattially distribuuted “measureement channells” (Fig. 7. riight). Althoug
gh not visiblee
directly on thhe EDICAM movies,
m
the prresence of filaaments can bee shown using
g correlation te
techniques, yieelding similarr
decorrelationn times [9].

4. Conclusiions
In the firrst two campaaigns OP1.1 and OP1.2a oof Wendelsteiin 7-X stellarrator, it has bbeen demonstrrated that thee
EDICAM-baased visible video
v
diagnostic system ccan be simulltaneously utilized for saf
afety-related and
a
scientificc
observations.
The emerrgence of hot--spots could be consistentlyy identified. In
n some cases the
t early detecction of a hot--spot was alsoo
possible, eveen before the actual occurreence of dangeerous heat loads. This featu
ure is key for commissionin
ng and allowss
the adjustmennt of magneticc configuratio
ons in terms off load balancing.
Making uuse of the noon-destructive readout capaability of the EDICAM seensor, fast meeasurements in the 10 kHzz
range could be simultaneoously conducted in smalleer areas of thee image (regio
on-of-interest)
t). Fast ROIs were used too
resolve the ppenetration of pellets
p
into th
he plasma in tiime, and to deetect filamentss in the plasmaa edge/SOL.

5. Prospectts
In campaaign OP1.2b of
o W7-X, the experience gaathered on hott-spot behavio
or will serve aas a basis for preparing forr
quasi steady state operatioon in OP2.
Sticking tto the examplle of the hot-sspot on the shhielding housee shown in Seection 2.1, it iis possible to define a sub-region arounnd the critical area in the EDICAM
E
systeem, and set up
u a threshold
d for the total brightness within
w
the sub-region. The eevent of crossing this thresh
hold is then auutomatically monitored
m
by the EDICAM
M, and a corressponding TTL
L
signal outputt can be set upp for alarm and
d/or machine control purpo
oses.
Filament studies withh fast ROIs in the 20 kHzz range will also be cond
ducted, with the aim of finding
f
cross-correlations with other diagnostics
d
su
uch as fast caameras, reflecctometry or the
t Alkali Meetal Beam [1
10], revealingg
properties off edge turbuleence. These pllans reflect thhat the evolutiion of technical capabilitiess gives rise to
o prospects off
video diagnoostics as a scieentific tool forr measuring thhe 3D plasmaa edge of W7--X – capabilitties bearing th
he potential too
be adapted otther devices.
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